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deleting the playlist i created on my (IMP) account. i went to edit the playlist and i want to delete the playlist from the database,
but every time i press the delete button, it says delete fails to delete from database. If i open it in the playlist database (it's in a

subdatabase) i can delete it fine, but if i try to delete it in the main database, it says i can't delete it. Help? Thanks Re: Deleting a
playlist? This might help If I recall correctly, this is because you're using the playlist as a sub-database. Make sure you have the
right structure, so that it's a playlist inside a playlist. You could also do it in a different way, by editing the sub-database directly,
and you'd avoid that issue. Are you just having issues deleting the playlist in the same database where it was created? If so, make
sure you have the right structure. It should be a playlist inside a playlist inside another playlist.Q: How to know the text file has
been changed? How to know the text file has been changed? It means, I want to detect whether the text file has been changed or
not. A: Normally when you change a file you should first save it, and then detect the change in the file. It is a bad practice to use

a file as a a source of data, without saving it first. That is because your data source is not properly secured and if it's ever
corrupted, you don't know if you have the data that you were working with, when the corruption occurs. You have to save the

changes to the file before 82157476af
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